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High-Density Mobile Storage Systems

Store More Equipment! Use Less Floor Space! REDUCE COSTS!

Toll Free 1-800-803-1083
The New Orleans Saints think it’s heavenly, the way Spacesaver Mobile Systems have helped organize the storage of equipment—and optimize the use of floor space in their locker room.

“We’ve gotten a lot of compliments on the efficiency of our storage areas and many teams are following our lead to incorporate Spacesaver systems into their operations.”

— Dan Simmons
Equipment Manager
New Orleans Saints
Now there's an easy way to save space and money as you organize your team’s equipment, medical supplies, videotapes, and more…

Bring the high-density mobile storage systems leader into play!

Spacesaver has custom designed and faultlessly installed more mobile storage systems than all other manufacturers put together. More than 85,000!

The Spacesaver concept is simple: by mounting storage units on wheeled carriages that run on tracks, the need for fixed aisles is eliminated.

Floor space is…saved. By 50% or more!

Because a Spacesaver system requires so little maintenance, it saves money, too. And by freeing space for more productive uses, it typically enhances an organization's cash flow, as well.

The equipment managers of College and Professional teams across the country have been signing on with Spacesaver and sending back positive reports.

Through an extensive nationwide network of local Area Contractors, Spacesaver provides a level of experience, competency and customer service that has kept it at the top of the polls since its start in 1972. There's not a challenge or responsibility your Spacesaver team won’t expertly and enthusiastically tackle:

- Architectural constraints
- Building codes
- System design
- Floor-loading
- Single-source turn-key project management
- Certified (ISO 9001) system installation
- Ongoing maintenance and support
You can store virtually anything in a SPACESAVER SYSTEM ... you can choose from numerous standard options, or completely customize a system for your unique equipment or media storage needs.

SPACESAVER MOBILE STORAGE SYSTEMS eliminate the need for fixed aisles, freeing floor space for more productive uses.

For maximum safety and convenience, SPACESAVER POWERED MOBILE SYSTEMS with push button controls are also available, and can be equipped with in-aisle infrared or laser sensors that detect the presence of people or objects and prevent carriage movement.

ALL SPACESAVER SYSTEMS are constructed of the most durable materials and are finished with the finest scuff-resistant paint that will stand up to the toughest wear and tear.

When you choose a SPACESAVER MOBILE STORAGE SYSTEM, you’re not only bringing in the best equipment available; you’re getting the most experienced team of professionals in their field, and the highest level of customer service — all from a company that backs its products and services 100%. SPACESAVER.
The hard-hitting University of Oklahoma football team keeps all of its football gear in line and readily accessible, thanks to Spacesaver Powered Mobile Systems.

“The powered push button operation of this system makes it easy and safe to use. I’d recommend Spacesaver to anyone who is looking to improve their equipment area.”

— Greg Tipton
Director of Athletic Equipment
University of Oklahoma
Let Spacesaver help you experience the pleasures—and savings—of totally “organized” sports. The Spacesaver team will visit your facility and meet with you and your people to customize a system for your unique storage needs.

To get this FREE, no-obligation, zero-pressure evaluation, simply return the enclosed reply form, using the postage-paid envelope included for your convenience. Or give Spacesaver a call, toll-free at 800/492-3434.

Spacesaver High-Density Mobile Storage Systems

You’re sure to come up with all kinds of productive and profitable uses—equipment repair, or additional training, therapy, education, motivation—for the floor space freed by a Spacesaver system!

Join the ever-lengthening roster of organizations who prefer the “organized” sports brought to them by the #1 company of its kind.
Return the enclosed reply form, or call toll-free at 800-803-1083 for a professional assessment of your storage needs.
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